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plots transverse to the seedbed axis (u-e usually use a single
4-foot row as a plot), and to locate the plots accurately
Record keeping is one essential cf a long-term tree im- (again within & % inch) within the seedbeds. The plots are
provement program. Most experiments require many years mapped in terms of distance rather than sequence.
to complete and the person who plans the work often reThe schedule when preparing a 4-replicated nursery
tires before the final report is written. A good record experiment is: (1) number four envelopes or bottles for
system should include enough detailed information to Per- each seedlot and check numbers, (2) place seed in each conmit a researcher to make a meaningful analysis several tainer, (3) allot one container for each seedlot to each redecades after the trees are planted. But it should not be so plicate and randomize within replicstes, (4) maintain concumbersome that the researcher loses patience looking for tainers in this sequence and on each place a locationfacts which were never recorded.
within-seedbed number (in feet), (5) prepare nursery maps
This is an account of the record system used in Michigan in triplicate, (6) prepare seedbed labels, (7) prepare seedState University's tree improvement program. It was de- beds and distribute seedbed labels, (8) distribute seed conveloped to keep track of a large volume of measurement tainers to proper rows and make final identity check in
data (sometimes 100 sets for one experiment) for more than comparison with the nursery map, (9) sow seed. The nurs25 provenance or progeny-test experiments and for more ery "maps" are in reality lists on ruled paper, one seedlot
than 120 permanent test plantations. It has been success- per line. They serve also as measurement forms.
ful in that the measurement work has not become burdenThis schedule requires no sorting once randomization is
some even though the measurement load increases each completed. Also, it permits work to be done by several
year. Also, it has been possible to keep records current so persons but checked by one. Insistence on accuracy in seedthat any experiment can be summarized quickly. Some oP bed and plot location usually requires little extra effort.
the system's features are: completeness with minimal rePermanent test plantations. - Many of our test plantacording of useless data, minimal recopying, ease of in- tions have irregular outlines or irregularly shaped replicaformation recovery, provision for prompt statistical analy- tions, in order to make the environmental conditions within
sis, provision for easy duplication of the most important replications uniform. This has not affected mapping or
data, and conciseness.
record taking. But we do require that the trees be spaced
I am indebted to E. J. S CHREINER of the Northeastern For- regularly (within k6 inches) and that every plot contain
est Experiment Station for many of the ideas. Also to S c o ~ r the Same number of trees or tree-spaces. This can be done
S. PAULEY of the University of Minnesota who originated by marking lines on the ground or by guiding upon two
the practice of mass dissemination of certain origin and stakes at the end of each row and column. It can not be
plantation records which need to be made only once and done by using long string lines or by inexperienced planters
remain valid for many years thereafter.
who aline on each other. Failure to maintain proper alineThe successful gathering of data is partly a matter of the ment can increase measurement time 2- to 20-fold.
format in which the records are mailactained. Equally imShortcuts in Measurement and Recording
portant, however, are experimental design and the manner
The success of records depends on the way in which
in which the measurements are made. So I will describe all measurements are made and recorded in the field. No
these phases as they affect the record system in toto.
matter how efficient a record system is in theory, it degenerates in practice unless used skillfully.
Effect of Experimental Design on Record Taking
Measurement teams. - It is more important to consider
Arrangement of trees and plots affects the ease of record taking. The type of design does not, however. I have the time needed for field measurement und office analysis
phrased all examples in terms of a randomized complete und interpretation than to make the field measurements
block design with 4 (nursery) or 10 replicates (permanent in the cheapest possible manner. It has usually been poor
field tests) but minor changes in forrnat can be made to economy to rely heavily on unskilled labor. At best such
persons need close supervision to produce meaningful reaccomodate other designs.
Nursery experiments. - We perform nursery experi- sults. Otherwise they miss important observations or proments to supply juvenile data and also planting stock for duce data which is difficult to analyze.
One man working alone is often able to work as well
permanent tests. It has proven best to separate the two
functions. Measurements are made on a replicated experi- and as fast as a pair. However, two- or three-man teams
ment with small plots of uniform size. This reduces the have sometimes been used! partly for efficiency and partly
amount of measurement and usually improves quality of as a matter of training. When working as a team it is best
data. If extra stock is needed (as when supplying trees for to have each person do the Same work throughout to
plantations in several states), it has been grown in separate eliminate observer bias as a source of error.
seedbeds and not measured.
selection oj characteristics for measurement. - In treatIn a measured nursery experiment it is advisable to lay ing this subject I make no brief for either theoretical or
out carefully (within trg inch) long seedbeds, to establish practical data but consider that new (preferably positive)
information should be the goal. It is often a waste of time
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t0 make detailed set of measurements which merely prove
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that statistically significant differences do not exist or
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